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UFOs What they are and what they are not 

  In this section we will continue on from the 5 I 
wills section to discover two important aspects of 
UFOs. The first is a further definition of the 
clouds of heaven. We have already come to real-
ize the basic Biblical description of the clouds of 
heaven as a living vehicle, an order of an angel 
used as a protective covering for the fallen di-
mension as well as an inter-dimensional vehicle 
for God to travel from the eternal realm into this 
fallen dimension. 

   We have also understood that UFO technology 
is part of the "secrets of heaven" that the fallen 
angels "scattered amongst men" as told by 
Enoch. We already know from the Babylon sec-

tion, that these secrets were encrypted into memorials throughout the 
world. This was a contingency plan as God's judgment fell upon the builders 
of the tower of Babylon. They were dispersed and the languages changed. 
This was a rebellious attempt by man to record what they remembered from 
before the flood. Their involvement included the hope that someone in the 
future would piece the information together and develop the technology 
that would also include them as benefactors from their efforts. 

 Now we will continue on to see that a prophesized individual would bring 
back the pieces and develop a mechanization of the clouds of heaven to pro-
duce the same God like effects, to travel in an inter-dimensional craft. This 
same group of earthly people would also discover cloning technology and 
further the message and ancient beliefs of the Genesis 6 sons of God. They 
would in effect try to bring back the entire pre-flood world of the technolo-
gy, the people and the belief system that was destroyed in the great flood. 

“And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the transgressors are 
come to the full, a  
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king of fierce countenance, and understanding dark sentences, shall 
stand up.”  
                                                        1 Dan 8:23 (KJV) 

 “Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power 
and signs and  
lying wonders,” 2 Thhess 2:9 

  

“ ... and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authori-
ty.” Rev 13:2 

A Living Vehicle and the physics of heaven  Transformed into a nut and bolt 
Man Made UFO 

“Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things 
which are coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be shak-
en.” Luke 21:26 

The word “shaken”, in its most general use  means to agitate. However it al-
so has a meaning according to Thayer’s as being “cast down from one’s 
(happy and secure) state”. The word for “powers” means “miraculous pow-
er”. The miraculous powers of heaven are being displaced, lowered from 
heaven to earth! This displacement is from a secure place to one of instabil-
ity in the hands of mortal man. 

Enoch stated, " “These are the angels who have descended from heaven to 
earth, and have revealed  secrets to the sons of men, and have seduced the 
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sons of men to the commission of  
sin...A commandment has gone forth from the Lord against those who dwell 
on the earth, that their end may be; for they know every secret of the an-
gels.”                   Enoch 63:1 and 64:6  
  

Also by going back to the other word variables in Joel's description of an end 
time army massing itself against mankind and Israel we see this again. 

 “A day of ignorance and concealment, a day of practiced magic and the 
lowering of  
high things... Joel 2:2p 

Next ...the History of Man Made UFOs. 

 

  Unfortunately, through occult beliefs these were the ones to first discover 

this technology and form an unholy alliance with fallen angels. enter to see 

how. 


